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ABSTRACT
Tree structures and algorithms provide a fundamental and

powerful data abstraction and methods for computer science

and operations research. In particular, they enable signif-

icant advancement of IC physical design techniques and

design optimization. For the last half century, Prof. T. C. Hu

has made significant contributions to broad areas in com-

puter science, including network flows, integer program-

ming, shortest paths, binary trees, global routing, etc. In this

article, we select and summarize three important and inter-

esting tree-related topics (ancestor trees, column generation,

and alphabetical trees) in the highlights of Prof. T. C. Hu’s

contributions to physical design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A tree is a fundamental data structure in computer science.

From operations research to VLSI integrated circuit (IC) de-

sign and their optimization, and even for artificial intelli-

gence (AI) technologies and warehouse computing systems,

a tree structure provides a simple but powerful data abstrac-

tion in various applications. Starting with a root node on the

top of all other nodes, a tree is composed of a set of linked

nodes without any cyclic paths. In a tree structure, we de-

fine a parent as a node that directs to some other node (i.e.,
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child), an ancestor as a node reachable by repeatedly going

upward from child to parent, and a leaf as a node without
any children.

The tree structure and its related algorithms are alsowidely

used in IC physical layout design. In floorplanning, tree

structures (e.g., twin binary trees [41, 42], O-trees [17], and

B*-trees [5]) are popular methods to represent the given

floorplan for the layout design. Ratio cut and replication cut

provide breakthroughs for two-way partitioning [9, 32]. The

column generation technique that reduces the linear pro-

gram complexity can be applied to efficiently construct tree

structures for global routing [4, 21]. Alphabetical trees can

be used for synthesizing adders [33, 43] and interconnect

design models [39]. Also clock tree synthesis (CTS) is a cru-

cial procedure during physical design to build a tree having

low skew, while delivering the same clock signal to every

sequential gate [28].

For the past half a century, Prof. T. C. Hu has contributed

significantly to the improvement of algorithms in opera-

tions research and computer science. His papers and journal

articles have been incredibly important across broad top-

ics, including network flows, integer programming, shortest

paths, binary trees, etc [44]. Specifically, many of his re-

search results on tree structures suggest better opportunities

to observe and understand IC physical layout designs. One

of his notable achievements is the paper with Gomory on

multi-terminal flows [14]. The so-called Gomory-Hu tree

of an undirected graph in combinatorial optimization is a

weighted tree that represents the minimum source-sink cuts

for all source-sink pairs in the graph [44]. They proved that

we can use n − 1 computations through the ancestor tree

since the Gomory-Hu cut tree uses n − 1 non-crossing min-

imum cuts to find all the ordinary maximum flow values

between all nodes in a network [8, 9].

In this work, we present several tree structures and re-

lated algorithms in the highlights of Prof. Hu’s contributions.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the Gomory-Hu cut tree and the ancestor tree.

Section 3 describes the duality in linear programs and the

column generation. Section 4 presents the alphabetical tree

and Hu-Tucker algorithm. Section 5 concludes this article.
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2 ANCESTOR TREES
For ancestor trees, we try to represent the partitioning struc-

ture of a network. The cost of the cut can be arbitrary and

it is known that the general problem of the finding the opti-

mal cut is NP complete. The formulation is inspired by the

Gomory-Hu cut tree which starts with a maximum flow min-

imum cut partitioning. The multi-terminal maximum flow

problem is to find the maximum flow values for all pairs of

nodes in a network. By the Max-Flow Min-Cut Theorem of

Ford and Fulkerson [11], the maximum flow between a given

pair of nodes is equal to the capacity of the minimum cut

separating the two nodes.

We are given an undirected network with node set V ,
|V | = n, and edge set E. Each edge ei j ∈ E connects nodes i
and j with a non-negative capacity bi j . The maximum flow

value between nodes i and j is denoted by fi j . We utilize the

description in Prof. Hu’s book [22] to state the following

theorems and lemmas.

Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a set
of non-negative numbers fi j = fji (i , j = 1, · · · , n) to be the
maximum flow values of a network is

fik ≥ min( fi j , fjk ) ∀i, j, k . (1)

Once inequality (1) is established, then by induction we have

fip ≥ min( fi j , fjk , fkl , · · · , fop ), (2)

where indices i, j, · · · ,p, represent an arbitrary sequence

of nodes in the network. With inequality (1), the following

lemma states that the maximum flow values of the network

can be simplified.

Lemma 1. For any three nodes of the network, at least two
of the maximum flow values between them must be equal.

By induction following the inequality (2), we find that

among the n(n − 1)/2 maximum flow values fi j = fji , there
exist at most n − 1 distinct values.

Note that we can generalize the above theorem and lemma

by extending the cutting objective to arbitrary cost functions

f as long as the cost is symmetric, i.e. fi j = fji . We can prove

the extended statement by enumeration, which is similar to

the original proof.

2.1 The Gomory-Hu Cut Tree

Among all

(
n
2

)
pairs of nodes, Gomory and Hu [14] showed

that n − 1 minimum cost cuts which do not cross each other

are sufficient to separate all pairs of nodes. We call any two

networks flow-equivalent if the maximum flow values be-

tween all pairs of nodes are the same.

Theorem 2. Any network is flow-equivalent to a cut tree.

To construct the cut tree, we first shall describe a process

called “condensing nodes”. A set of nodes in original graph is

replaced by a single node, and all the edges connecting any

node not in the set are condensed to a single edge associated

with the sum of capacities of original edges. Then we will

have a simplified network which will reduce computations.

The non-crossing minimum cuts provide the condition as

to whether any subset of nodes can be condensed while not

affecting the maximum flow computation. In [22], Chapter

2.3.2 discusses related lemmas and their proofs in detail.

We adopt the algorithm of constructing the tree network

from [14] and use a numerical example to demonstrate the

technique. Consider the network with five nodes in Figure 1,

the numbers associated with the edges are their correspond-

ing capacities. We are going to find the maximum flow value

between each pair of nodes in the network.

First let us arbitrarily choose a pair of nodes (2,4) and
perform a maximum flow computation. A minimum cut

(1,2 | 3,4,5) separates nodes 2 and 4 with flow 8. The set

of nodes on each side of the cut can be represented with a

terminal node as shown in the first step in Figure 1, and the

cut value is assigned to the link of the cut tree.

Next choose any two nodes from a terminal node of the

current cut tree. We pick the terminal node {1,2} and per-

form a maximum flow computation between nodes 1 and 2

on the condensed network (Figure 1.2)). The result gives a

minimum cut (1 | 2,3,4,5) with value 8. The terminal nodes

{1,2} are partitioned into two sets connected by a link with

the cut value, which then replace the terminal node {1,2}.
The computation is repeated until there is only one node of

original network in each terminal node of the cut tree.

After n − 1 iterations, a tree diagram is obtained, which is

termed a Gomory-Hu cut tree of this 5-node graph. The n − 1

non-crossing minimum cuts are shown in red dashed lines

in the original network.

2.2 The Construction of Ancestor Tree
The construction of the Gomory-Hu cut tree relies on the fact

that there always exists a set of n− 1 non-crossing minimum

cuts. With arbitrary cut functions, the cuts may cross each

other. However, Cheng and Hu [8, 9] show that we still

need only n − 1 computations by constructing a binary tree

called an ancestor tree. This tree has n − 1 internal nodes and

each represents a cut, as well as n leaves and each of these

represents a node of the original network. For each pair of

leaves, their lowest common ancestor is the minimum cut of

the corresponding pair of nodes. We call the n − 1 distinct

cuts an essential cut set.
In the construction of the tree, we define some nodes as

seeds. Each cutCi j in the tree is minimum cost cut separating

seeds i and j . The tree structure that maintains the following

three properties throughout the iterations is admissible [9].
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Figure 1: Construction of a Gomory-Hu cut tree.

• The cut value of an internal node is always no smaller

than the value of its father.

• Each leaf Li contains exactly one seed i .
• For any pair of leaves Li and Lj with seeds i and j, let
the internal node Cpq be their lowest ancestor.

Then Cpq with its two branches defines a minimum cut sep-

arating nodes i and j.
The algorithm to construct an ancestor tree gradually

builds trees T0, T1, · · · , Tn−1 by adding one more cut node

and leaf [9] at a time. A numerical example is shown in

Figure 2. The cost function is defined as Fi j = min
C (X , X̄ )
|X | · |X̄ |

with node i ∈ X and node j ∈ X̄ . Seeds are postfixed with ‘*’.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of the process. We choose

a pair of nodes (2,4) and separate them with minimum cost

cut {1,2∗ |3,4∗,5}. The cut cost is F24 = 8/(2 × 3) = 4/3, then
we have a cut nodeC24 with two branches and each is labeled

with a partitioned subset of nodes. As shown in Figure 2:step

1, the tree has two leaves. One contains the subset {1,2∗}
with seed 2

∗
and one contains {3,4∗,5} with seed 4

∗
.

In the next iteration, we pick nodes (1,2) from the left leaf

and compute the cut. The minimum cut {1∗,4 | 2∗,3,5} has
value no smaller than its father F12 = 10/(2) = 5/3 > F24, so

we append the cut node C12 to the position of the old leaf

and append new leaves to C12. The leaves contain nodes by

intersecting the labels along the branches. For example, the

left leaf of C12 contains nodes {1,2} ∩ {1,4} = {1
∗}.

There exists another case when the cost is smaller than

its father. In Figure 2:step 4, the cut cost F45 = 3/2 < F34.
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Figure 2: An example of constructing an ancestor tree.

We find the highest ancestor of C45 with a larger cut cost

which is C34, so we place C45 at this position. Node C34 with

its subtree is appended to C45 and the subsets of nodes are

updated. Repeat these steps until there exists only one seeded

node in each leaf. The cuts are shown in red dashed lines in

the original network among which C12 and C24 cross each

other.

Given an admissible tree Tk , we can prove the tree Tk+1

is still admissible after an iteration. The correctness of the

algorithm is proved by Theorem 3 [9].

Theorem 3. The cut tree algorithm derives an essential cut
set with n − 1 minimum cut calls.

2.3 Applications of the Ancestor Tree
The ancestor tree provides a natural hierarchical represen-

tation of a complicated network. The technique has been

applied to solving complex multi-commodity network op-

timization problems [12] as well as network partitioning

problems [7, 30]. This partitioning can be further applied to

solve VLSI design problems for logic synthesis and physi-

cal layout [6]. An extension to directed graphs would be an

interesting research problem.

3 COLUMN GENERATION
Column generation is a powerful technique utilizing the

duality of the problem formulation. For example, in global



routing, the original problem has a huge number of possible

variables where each variable represents a tree structure.

The search for an optimal routing tree is by itself an NP-

complete problem in general. The competition among the

trees for a limited routing resources complicates the issue.

Column generation utilizes the shadow price of the dual

formulation to provide a systematic guide in searching for

the tree [4, 19].

3.1 Duality in Linear Programming
Formulations (3) and (4) represent the primal and dual of a
linear programming problem, where c and y are row vec-

tors, x and b are column vectors, and A is an m × n ma-

trix. The primal (resp. dual) has n (resp.m) variables andm
(resp. n) constraints. The variables y in the dual program

are often denoted by π , and are called the shadow prices1.

Maximize z = cx (3)

subject to Ax ≤ b
x ≥ 0

Minimize w = yb (4)

subject to yA ≥ c
y ≥ 0

Figure 3: A primal program and its dual program [46].

Figure 3 illustrates the relation between the primal and

dual programs. For the primal program, the maximum z =
4000 occurs when x1 = 40 and x2 = 80. For the dual, the

minimum w = 4000 occurs when y1 = 20 and y2 = 5. For

the objective function in the linear program, we define the

reduced costs (i.e., opportunity costs) as c − yA, implying

that the current basis can be improved when the reduced

cost is negative. In other words, if all the reduced costs are

non-negative, then the current solution is optimal. For the

primal program in the figure, the reduced costs are [0,0] at

the optimal solution as [40,30] − [20,5]

[
1 1

4 2

]
= [0,0].

3.2 The Technique of Column Generation
For a routing problem, the primal formulation can have a

huge number of variables which can far exceed the com-

putational capability of a computer. The column generation
technique offers an efficient technique to avoid this com-

putational blowup. This technique allows us to reduce our

attention to only a subset of the variables. Through primal-

dual iterations, we swap improved choices through shadow

prices.

1
At the optimal solution of the linear program, the shadow price equals to

the value of the Lagrangian multiplier.

Figure 4: An example of producing the master prob-
lem for the column generation procedure. The origi-
nal figure can be found in [45].

Figure 4 demonstrates the variable reduction process. We

partition columns into two groups (Figure 4(a)). From an

initial solution of the linear program (3), we have (i) gener-

ated columns and (ii) non-generated columns. We only deal

with a small subset of variables (i.e., generated columns) to

solve the given linear program. By removing non-generated

columns, we obtain the master problem composed of gener-

ated columns so that we can reduce the problem size (shown

in Figure 4(b)).

Figure 5 shows an overview of the column generation tech-

nique and the relation between the master problem which

gives the dual variables (i.e., the shadow prices) and the sub-
problem which identifies a new column (if it exists). When-

ever the subproblem proposes a new variable to add, then

the master problem adds a column to the matrix A. This is

Figure 5: An overview of column generation.

Figure 6: A flow chart for column generation.



why this process is called column generation [45]. By alter-

nating the two problems, the column generation efficiently

approaches the optimal solution.

As mentioned above, if the minimum of all reduced costs

is non-negative, then all the reduced costs are non-negative

and the current solution is optimal. If the least reduced cost

is negative (meaning that the current solution can be further

improved), then we add the new column into the current

basis. The iteration procedure of the column generation ter-

minates when the least reduced cost is non-negative.

Figure 6 summarizes the overall flow of the column gen-

eration technique. From the original linear program, we first

find a feasible solution and produce the restricted master

problem. We then solve the dual of the master problem to

obtain the shadow prices π as the sensitivity analysis effec-

tively identifies the most critical variable. Through the dual

feasible solution of the linear program, we try to find the

column aj which leads to the maximum πaj. We can find

the minimum reduced cost since the reduced cost is equal to

c j − πaj . If there are no columns with the negative reduced

cost, we end up with the optimal solution [20].

3.3 Applications of Column Generation
The column generation technique enables a large reduction

of computation efforts when the number of variables is very

large [15, 16]. For instance, we typically assign a variable

for every possible route in vehicle routing problem. Thus,

the number of variables is of the order of the factorial of

the number of places to visit [45]. Some applications of the

column generation technique are vehicle routing [10, 34],

integrated circuit routing [4, 21, 26, 27], scheduling [25, 37],

transportation [35], network design [2, 3], etc.

For physical design, our choice of the column generation

approach for global routing [4, 18] is inspired by the dis-

cussion with Prof. Hu. The approach allows us to derive a

theoretical bound from the optimal routing solution. Huang

et al. [24] improved the circuit performance of the routing

tree with timing cost in the formulation. Albrecht [1] in-

corporated the wirelength as part of the constraints in the

primal problem. In [40], Wu et al. used the column genera-

tion to enumerate candidate routing trees and complete the

tree selection using integer programming at local regions.

4 ALPHABETICAL TREES
Alphabetical trees fit physical design very well because the

tree construction respects the sequence of the nodes. In the

formulation, the order of the nodes is given. We construct

a tree to connect these nodes so that a depth-first traversal

maintains the same order. Figure 7 shows an example of an

alphabetical tree. In this tree structure, we can obtain the

letters in the alphabetic order by scanning the leaves from

left to right. For a binary tree, where left edges are assigned

𝟎

𝟎 𝟏

𝟏

𝟏

𝟎

𝟏𝟎

A
(00)

B
(01)

C
(10)

D
(110)

E
(111)

Figure 7: An alphabetical tree

with 0 and right edges are assigned with 1, each leaf Li can
be associated to a binary number n(Li ) along the path from

the root node. For an alphabetical tree, and the following

condition is always satisfied:

n(Li ) < n(Li+1),

where i is the index of a leaf specified from left to right. For

physical routing, a mismatch in the order indicates a crossing

of the wires and a waste of routing resources.

4.1 The Hu-Tucker Algorithm
Several algorithms have been proposed to find optimum

alphabetical trees. Gilbert and Moore constructed optimum

alphabetical trees using dynamic programming techniques

which hasO (n3) in runtime andO (n2) in memory space [13].

Knuth [29] proposed a method that reduces the computation

time to O (n2) but still has O (n2) in memory space. Hu and

Tucker [23] further reduces the complexity to O (n logn) in
runtime and O (n) in memory space.

The Hu-Tucker algorithm has three phases which are the

combination, level assignment and reconstruction phases as

shown in Figure 8. In the combination phase, nodes are

merged to produce the smallest weight when combined

nodes are adjacent in the sense that there is no leaf between

them. Note that between two adjacent leaves, we could have

internal nodes, e.g., internal node labeled 10 between nodes

7 and 5 in Figure 8(a,b). The corresponding tree of the com-

binational phase is denoted by T ′ (Figure 8(a)), which is an

optimum binary tree but not an alphabetical tree. To translate

the optimum binary tree T ′ into an optimum alphabetical

tree T ′N , the level assignment phase is required to identify

the level of each leaf using the topology of T ′. The level

number is the path-length from the root node as shown in

Figure 8(b). According to the result of the level assignment

phase, an optimum alphabetical tree T ′N is composed by a

level-by-level construction method from the bottom to the

top in the reconstruction phase (Figure 8(c)).

4.2 Applications of Alphabetical Trees
Alphabetical trees have been applied in several applications

such as adder synthesis, interconnect design problem and

layout-driven logic synthesis. In generic parallel adders based

on prefix computation, the computation structure of adders
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Figure 8: The Hu-Tucker algorithm [22].

can be represented and simplified by an alphabetical tree

[33, 43]. In [39], Vittal and Marek-Sadowska used the alpha-

betical tree with an analytical model to minimize the inter-

connect delay. In [36, 38], Vaishnav and Pedram adopted the

alphabetical tree to optimize the fan-out in the layout-driven

logic synthesis and technology decomposition.

5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we selected three tree-related topics, i.e., ances-

tor trees, column generation, and alphabetical trees. We then

briefly described them in each section highlighting Prof. Hu’s

contributions. These techniques will certainly contribute to

future innovation in these fundamental areas.
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